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Abstract:
The increasing proliferation of electric vehicles (EVs) is invariably increasing the coupling between two complex and critical infrastructure networks – the power grid and transportation systems. There has been a lot of research done in modeling EVs as loads in distribution grids, to evaluate their impacts and enable improved charging strategies, placing charging stations, and overall grid planning. However, scenarios of EVs at scale including fleet and freight are projected to substantially affect the bulk power grid. This talk presents methodologies of modeling EV charging in large scale, realistic power grids. The charging load from on-road EV operation is developed based on a regional-level transportation simulation and charging behavior simulation, considering different EV penetration levels, congestion levels, and charging strategies. This hourly load is then included in power transmission system studies to assess various system impacts. Case studies will be discussed using a synthetic Texas grid, with EV operations considered in major metro areas such as Austin and Houston. A key application of this modeling so far has been in quantifying the environmental impact of EV adoption on both on-road and power generating unit emission sources at the regional level. The results demonstrate the range of emission impact under a combination of factors. The interaction of factors accentuates the need for the integrated simulation approach in achieving air quality goals. Using the integrated simulation approach, system planners, and operators from the transportation and electricity sectors can gain a comprehensive view of the impact of transportation electrification.
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